The role of dendritic cells in alphaherpesvirus infections: archetypes and paradigms.
Dendritic cells (DCs) play a critical role in orchestrating both innate and adaptive components of the immune system and are therefore of pivotal importance in the initiation of immune responses to control and eliminate viral infections. A major focus of this review is to give an overview on the recent findings that point out the importance of DCs in controlling alphaherpesvirus infections, but also indicate that these viruses have evolved several strategies to inhibit and/or exploit DC functions to delay or escape elimination by the immune system. In addition, we point out the common features and interspecies differences between DCs from man and animal, and discuss the potential use of animal alphaherpesvirus homologues to gain further insights into the interaction between alphaherpesviruses and DCs in their natural virus-host environment. Finally, recent knowledge on the potential of alphaherpesviruses as vectors for DC stimulation and their use for immunotherapy is presented.